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February 26,2018

VIA EMAIL

City of Oakland Planning Commission
250 Frank H. Ogawa Plaza, Suite 2114
Oakland, CA94612-2031

Re: Case File: D8T170039; 3040 Broadway; APN 009-0704-007-00

Dear Planning Commissioners:

This letter summarizes the relevant issues for a March 7 ,2018 appeal hearing of a zoning
determination that the Hany Clark Plumbing Company (Harry Clark) operations ("Operations")
at 3040 Broadway ("Site") are Construction Operations qnd Industrial Activitier as defined by
Oakland Planning Code (OPC) Section 17.10.582, and therefore, not permitted at the Site. Please
see also see our April 20, 2017 andAugust l0,2017letters.

In sum, the basis for this appeal is that the Zoning Administrator's determination is not
supported by substantial evidence, is not consistent with the goals of the area's Broadway-
Yaldez Specific Plan, and would needlessly result in the loss of part of a local business operation
and 15 jobs. As such, we strongly urge the Planning Commission to overtum the zoning
determination and allow Harry Clark to continue operating as a legal, non-conforming use.

This matter dates back to 2009 and includes several zoning changes and the addition of a
new specific plan that are relevant Harry Clark's uses and the Site, but for your decision on the
appeal, the matter boils down to following: Harry Clark has been renting 3040 for the parking,
storing and repairing vehicles since October 2009. Contrary to the conclusion of retired Zoning
Administrator Scott Miller, Harry Clark has not been operating Construction Operations and
Industrial activities out of 3040 Broadway.

While Harry Clark does not neatly fit into any one zoning category, a Planning
Commission determination that Harry Clark can continue parking, storing and repairing vehicles
is well within the code, the area's new specific plan and will enable the city to retain good jobs
and a critical residential service.

Backsround on Oakland-Based Harrv Clark Plumbins and 3040 Broadway

Harry Clark Plumbing has been located in the City of Oakland since 1948 and is the
longest-standing and most respected plumbing company in the city. The company does not
provide major construction plumbing services, instead it specializes in "service calls" to
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residents that encounter plumbing emergencies, including broken kitchen disposals, clogged
bathtubs drains, and broken residential water mains that connect to EBMUD. In addition, Harry
Clark rents space on Broadway to park, store and repair vehicles.

The company pays a better-than living wage to 15 individuals assigned to 3040
Broadway, most of whom are long-time Oakland residents. The employees take pride in
providing a community service to their home town.

Were the city to force the closure of 3040 Broadway for vehicle parking, storage and
repair, Harry Clark would be forced to scale its operations way back and to lay off employees.
And, as the Planning Commission is aware, fìnding a new location to rent for parking, storage
and vehicle repair in Oakland and adjacent cities has become increasingly challenging as new
housing and cannabis businesses have displaced other uses.

Meanwhile, the vehicle parking and repair uses at 3040 Broadway are very consistent
with the history of the 3000 section of Broadway as central to Oakland's Auto Row. Harry
Clark's next-door neighbor at 3030 Broadway is Enterprise Rent a Car, which parks and stores
vehicles. Just down the street at 2915 Broadway, is a Mercedez-B enz of Oakland showroom.
Around the corner on Webster, Mercedez-Benz rents space to park and store cars.

In addition, displacing a local, small business from the Broadway corridor is inconsistent
with many of the goals of the Broadway-Yaldez Specific Plan ("BVSP), including its Section
1.1.1 Planning Goals, which include the goal of "a'complete'mixed use neighborhood that is
economically and socially sustainable - providing quality jobs, diverse housing opportunities...."
And, the goal of "providfing] quality jobs for local residents...and neighborhood-serving uses."
Moreover, the BVSP calls specifically for "living wage permanent jobs," and "contracting" jobs
that provide pathways to apprenticeships for local residents.

Zonins Determination Not Supported by Substantial Evidence

Again, for its determination to stand, the City supply substantial evidence proving that
Mr. Miller's July 27,2017 determination was correct. Mr. Miller's determination was that Harry
Clark is conducting Construction Operations Industrial Activities, as follows:

Activities include enclosed and unenclosed facilities and accessory yards for
construction and incidental storage activities and/or fabrication activities
performed by constructÍon contractors on lots other than construction sites.
This classification also includes certain activities accessory to the above, as
specified in Section 17.10.040. This classification includes, but is not limited
to, the storage and custom cutting of stone for interior applications, roofïng
and plumbing component storage, and equipment storage for environmental
contractors.

The only phrase in this description that remotely relates to Harry Clark's operations at
3040 Broadway is "plumbing component storage," which is what Mr. Miller seems to have
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seized upon in making his determination. In fact, Harry Clark uses approximately two percent of
the entire Site to store some plumbing tools. But, the substance of Construction Operations
Industrial Activities, has nothing to do with Hany Clark's uses at 3040 Broadway. 3040
Broadway is not the following:

.1) An accessory yard for construction

2) The site of incidental storage activities and/or fabrication activities performed by
construction contractors on lots other than construction sites.

As stated above, Hany Clark is not a construction contractor. Harry Clark is essentially
an on-call residential plumbing company that serves Oakland residents.

Parking. Storing and Repairing Vehicles Allowed at 3040 Broadway

Mr. Miller's zoning determination says that Hany Clark cannot rent space to park, store
and repair its own vehicles at 3040 Broadway because "staff has not applied this (commercial)
activity to businesses serving their own vehicles." Staff s customary application does not amount
to substantial evidence. Meanwhile, the Planning Code includes a number of commercial uses
that do not serve the general public, including software design, research and recording services.
In addition, there is no provision in the Auto Fee Parking or Light Vehicle Repair zoning
definitions requiring businesses to park or repair outside customers' vehicles.

Conclusion

While the uses at 3040 Broadway do not fall neatly into any one zoning category, they
have helped to serve the Oakland community since 2009 for a company that has roots in the City
dating back to 1948 and which continues to help fulfill the local business and employment goals
of the Broadway Valdez Specific Plan.

Given that the zoning determination does not provide substantial evidence that Harry
Clark's use at 3040 Broadway is an industrial construction use and the fact that parking, storing
and repairing vehicles has occurred at 3040 Broadway since July 2009, we urge you to overturn
the zoning determination that is the subject of this appeal.

Very truly yours,

V/ENDEL, ROSEN EAN LLP

021 867.0001\501 7782. I

Robert W. Selna



         3032 Brook Street 
         Oakland, 
         CA 94611 
 
         February 27th 2018 
 
To whom it may concern, 
 
re. Zoning determination for 3040 Broadway. 
 
I am writing to request that the Planning Commission deny the appeal by Don Marshall against 
your staff’s zoning determination for 3040 Broadway. 
 
For the last 17 years, my family has lived on Brook Street, just across from the back of 3040 
Broadway. In early 2013, Harry Clark Plumbing & Heating started to use the yard at 3040 
Broadway as a staging area for soil spoils and construction waste, and to use Brook Street as a 
loading zone, with trucks being parked in the street to be filled by backhoe throughout the day 
(images 1), causing significant problems of noise- and air-pollution and congestion to the street’s 
residents. In addition, vehicles were often simply left unattended, blocking the street and 
sidewalk for extended periods (images 2). 
 
At that point I registered complaint with the Code Enforcement office, where it was taken up by 
Chris Candell. As I understand it, after investigation by Mr Candell the owners were issued with 
a Notice of Violation in July 2013, and at the follow-up inspection assured Mr Candell that this 
activity was now complete and that they would only be conducting retail plumbing and vehicle 
storage activities on that site. Despite this, these activities continued through 2014, 2015 and into 
2016. We repeatedly reported the violations; they were again served with Notices of Violation; 
and again nothing changed. Indeed, at times it was significantly worse, as the employees seemed 
to be taking revenge on us for having issued the initial complaint (for example, by loading large 
pieces of concrete into a truck and jackhammering them there rather than breaking them up 
before loading, resulting in several hours of excruciating noise). Finally, in September 2016, 
some 3½ years after the illegal activity started, your staff were somehow able to make their 
zoning determination stick and the activity ceased.  
 
The improvement in our quality of life since then has been marked, and I would earnestly ask 
that you not return us to the bad old days. In addition I would note that, should this appeal be 
successful, the use of this site would be entirely inconsistent with the vision laid out for the 
neighborhood in the Broadway/Valdez plan, which significantly increases the residential density 
and augments it with street-level retail businesses. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
 
 
 
Julian Borrill  



Supporting Images 
 
Images 1: Trucks being loaded on Brook Street 
 

     
 

           
 
Images 2: Street and sidewalk obstruction on Brook Street 
 

    




